Previously, we proposed a color enhancement method, which enhances the spectral features in multispectral images without changing the average color distribution, since the natural color of the object is sometimes important. In the proposed method, a user can specify both the spectral band to extract the spectral feature and the color to be visualized, respectively. This method can visualize spectral features even if the wavelength of the specified spectral band is in nonvisible range or the image has a large number of spectral bands. That is, the enhancement method is also effective for hyperspectral images which are often used in remote sensing applications. If we can find the meaningful spectral features in them, those features might be employed as novel indices. In this paper, we apply the enhancement method to hyperspectral images of rice paddy and trees. We observed the enhanced results of these images, and could find the spectral features which might be useful to discriminate different species and even the different conditions in the same species. The results showed that these features might be utilized for novel indices or other applications in remote sensing.
INTRODUCTION
Spectral imaging, which is an imaging technique with more than 3 color channels, is useful for color reproduction, image analysis and so on [1] [2] [3] [4] . Especially, many studies in remote sensing have employed multispectral or hyperspectral images for image analysis such as classification, pattern recognition, spectral unmixing and etc. for a long time [5] [6] [7] [8] . Since spectral features, which cannot be seen in RGB images, are included in them, many methods to visualize their spectral features have been developed. Previously, a multispectral color enhancement method, which can enhance the spectral features in multispectral images without changing the average color distribution, as the natural color of the object is sometimes important [9] . In this method, the differences between the original multispectral image and its approximation by a few principal components at specified spectral bands are amplified. Then, the indiscernible spectral feature in the multispectral image is visualized without changing the average color distribution. However, this enhancement method could not visualize the spectral features in non-visible range or in the case the image has a large number of spectral bands such like hyperspectral images. Therefore, authors extended the enhancement method and our enhancement method can visualize spectral features in the image effectively in such cases [10] .
On the other hand, hyperspectral images, which are often used in remote sensing for image analysis, generally include non-visible range such as infrared and have more than 100 color channels. The proposed enhancement method is effective even for hyperspectral images and we also confirmed the validity of the proposed method for hyperspectral images by using a rice paddy image in Ref. 10 . It is expected to apply the proposed method to explore meaningful spectral features in hyperspectral images for remote sensing, for the development of novel indices.
In this paper, we applied the proposed enhancement method to 101-band hyperspectral images of a rice paddy and trees, and investigated its effectiveness in remote sensing application. The enhancement method was applied to each *hashimoto.n.ac@m.titech.ac.jp; phone 81 45 924-5183; fax 81 45 924-5175; wavelength and the enhanced images were observed. When we found the interested region in the enhanced image, we extracted the spectral reflectance in the image and analyzed their spectra and spectral features. In the results, we showed the capability that the spectral features found by the enhancement method could be helpful for the development of novel indices. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, our enhancement algorithm is reviewed. In Section 3, we show the experimental results in the application of the proposed method to hyperspectral images of rice paddy and trees, and finally close with conclusions in Section 4.
MULTISPECTRAL COLOR ENHANCEMENT

Multispectral color enhancement algorithm
The color enhancement used in this paper is proposed by the authors [10] . This method enhances the color difference from dominant Karhunen-Loeve (KL) components without changing the color determined by the dominant components. First, a set of spectral data is extracted from the image in order to derive the dominant component. The data can be extracted from the entire image, or from part of the image (e.g. background region), depending on the requirement of the application. Then, a covariance matrix is derived from the extracted spectral samples to make the KL basis vectors. The first few KL vectors are used to estimate the dominant component of the image. In the N -band multispectral image, the enhanced signal value vector for j -th pixel j e g ( N -dimensional vector) is represented as,
where W is an N N × matrix for the enhancement, j g is the original multispectral signal value of j -th pixel and j s is the signal value estimated with m -KL vectors ( N m < ) written as,
where i u is i -th KL basis vector ( N -dimensional vector) and g is the average vector of the set of pixel data for KL basis vectors; j j s g − is considered to be a residual component. Furthermore, ij α is i -th KL coefficient for j -th pixel expressed as, ( )
In Ref. 10, q -th column vector of the matrix W is defined as follows,
where d g is the spectral data of the target color for visualization and a g is the spectral data of the background in the image. We can use the average spectral data of the entire image as the background a g based on the assumption the color distribution in the image is similar. The enhanced image j e g is converted into the RGB color image by using a colormatching function (CMF) such as CIE 1931 XYZ CMF, an illumination spectrum and a matrix for XYZ to RGB transform.
EXPERIMENTS
Imaging system and determination of target color
The images used in following experiments were captured by using a cargo crane with the hyperspectral sensor, ImSpector V10 made by Specim Co., which has 121 bands from 400-1000 nm, 3 nm of spectral resolution, and 5 nm of sampling interval [11] . However, the components of the longer wavelengths than 900 nm were not used since they included much noise. Each pixel value in the image was transformed into spectral reflectance with reference to the pixel value of the standard white board placed in the same image. And we determined the target spectrum d g in Eq. (4) by selecting from Macbeth Color Checker image shown in Fig. 1 . This is a physical object which was obtained with the same hyperspectral sensor. Because most of the images used in these experiments consist of green, we utilized the spectrum of "magenta" arrowed in the figure as the spectrum d g . Figure 1 . The natural color representation of macbeth color checker image with D65 illumination. The arrow in the image indicates the color "magenta" used in experiments.
Application to rice paddy images
First, the enhancement method was applied to rice paddy images. The image sizes are 1,000 × 400 pixels and these images have 121 spectral bands (but the longer 20 bands were not used as mentioned above). In Ref. 10 , we could find the spectral feature useful for discrimination between the crop region and the weed region, that is, the species of plants. Here, we applied the proposed method to these images and explored the spectral features caused by the difference of growing level in a single species. A part of the image captured on Aug.
(200 × 400 pixels in the left side) was used to generate the KL basis vectors. If the average reflectance between 750-900 nm was less than 0.3 in each pixel, that pixel was regarded as the background and not used for principal component. In addition, those pixels were also ignored at the enhancement process. In this experiment, we used three KL basis vectors, because we knew that only the first KL basis vector cannot represent the spectra used for generating KL basis vectors well from the previous results [10] .
Under these conditions, we enhanced the both rice paddy images in the bands from 400 to 900 nm at 10 nm sampling interval and investigated their results. In the enhanced results at 650 nm, as you can see in Fig. 3 , only the image captured on Sept. was enhanced in the crop region with magenta color. Furthermore, some regions were remaining with green color as shown in Fig. 4 . Then, we selected the region by manual and extracted the spectra of the crop on Aug. "CropAug", the enhanced crop "CropSept_en" (with magenta in Fig. 4 ) and not-enhanced crop "CropSept" (with green in Fig. 4) on Sept, respectively. The original spectra of selected regions and the residual components of them with three KL basis are shown in Fig. 5 . In this graph, "CropSept" has the similar shape of spectrum to "CropAug". It can be thought that "CropAug" indicates leaves because this image was captured before heading. Therefore, "CropSept_en" is considered to be the ear region, as the image captured on Sept. must have two classes because of heading. The ear region is not differentiated in the original image, but we can see them easily by the color enhancement method. This result showed the capability that the enhancement results change depending on the growing levels. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , the ear region has large residual components between 600-700 nm compared with leaves. Using their spectral feature, we could see the difference of growing levels visually and it was useful for novel vegetation indices by selecting the appropriate wavelength for the color enhancement. 
Application to tree images
Next, we applied the proposed enhancement method to tree image. Figure 6 shows the images used in this experiment; cypress (Chamaecyparis obtusa) and elm (Ulmus davidiana var. japonica) are included in Fig. 6(a) , oak (Quercus crispula) and beech (Fagus crenata) are in Fig. 6(b) , respectively. Their image sizes are 1000 × 350 pixels [ Fig. 6(a) ] and 900 × 300 pixels [ Fig. 6(b) ]. We employed the image shown in Fig. 6 (a) for generating KL basis vectors and used the other image as the test image for the enhancement. Similarly to the last experiment, the pixels with low spectral reflectance in the longer wavelengths were ignored for each process. The image, which includes oak and beech, was enhanced in all wavelengths at 5 nm interval with three KL basis vectors. The enhanced result at 695 nm is shown in Fig.  7 . In this result, a part of beech leaves was enhanced with magenta color. Then, we selected the pixels by manual and picked the spectra of the oak "Oak", the enhanced beech "Beech_en" (with magenta in Fig. 7 ) and not-enhanced beech "Beech" (with green in Fig. 7 ), respectively. The original spectra of selected regions and the residual components of them with three KL basis are shown in Fig. 8 . In Fig. 8(a) , we can observe the blue-shift of the red-edge in "Beech_en", and this region is considered to be the back of leaves or water stressed. From this result, the enhancement method could visualize the condition of leaves and was useful for the early detection of tree diseases. In addition, beech regions have large residual errors in 705 nm with regardless of their leaves' condition in Fig. 8(b) . We can confirm those features as the enhanced image in Fig. 9 . This result showed that the spectral features found by the enhancement method might be applied for tree discrimination. The capability of discrimination between oak and beech is significantly valuable from the aspect of oak wilt. As shown above, the visualization of spectral features make it easier to explore spectral features in the image and the spectral feature found in the experiments could be useful for other image analysis. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we applied the multispectral color enhancement to hyperspectral images for remote sensing. The enhancement method can visualize the spectral features in the image without changing the average color distribution and this makes it easier to explore the spectral features. We used the hyperspectral images of rice paddy and trees, and could find the spectral features which might be useful to discriminate different species or regions with different conditions in the same species. It is considered that these spectral features found in these experiments might be utilized for novel indices or other application in remote sensing.
As a future work, we investigate the relationship between these results and physical meanings. And we'd like to apply the enhancement method to other images which are not limited to remote sensing region.
